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- 2x4 Acoustic ceiling tiles come pre-painted from 
  supplier: lead time is 4 weeks
- Wood laminate accent soffit is provided by decor     
  company
- Ensure there is adequate crew to install soffit due to    
  size and weight (average size of soffit is 11’-6” x 11’-6”)

- Wall panels and trim are purchased by the GC from  
  the décor company and must account for a 4 week  
  lead time. For additional install information contact  
  your decor company.
- Black Schluter must be placed around the perimeter 
  of the white tiled walls like a frame
- When white tiled walls wrap an inside corner, black 
  Schluter is NOT to be placed in the inside corner edge
- White tiled walls to be installed in an stacked pattern
- The floor tile pattern for the dining room and any play 
  areas is to be herringbone. Perimeter of floor to have 
  a tile border as shownon decor drawings
- Base material to be compact laminate per decor  
  drawings- CANNOT be substituted with tile

- All furniture is to be bolted to the floor with the       
  exception of: 
 - Chairs without arms
 - Stools at the ends of booths
 - Stools at designated ADA seating areas
- Grey benches are to be installed with a 3/4” 
  gap between benches when placed side by side
- Ensure 7” metal connector is installed between      
  grey benches when benches are in a back to back  
  configuration or along a halfwall   
- Seat pads are standard, but an O/O can opt to go   
  without them

Quick tips and rules of thumb for installation of Geometry decor
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Correct bench install

Wood laminate accent soffit

Missing metal bracket

Correct tile pattern

Floor tile pattern

No schluter on
inside corner
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